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PSYCH 104 - Chapter 9 - Motivation and Emotion
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Across

2. the nonverbal communication or 

nonverbal leakage that is considered to 

be an instinctive fixed action patterns, 

often expressing emotion (2 words)

3. a mindset which believes that 

intelligence is a fixed trait

6. females have a higher sex drive 

during when?

9. an effect of dieting where you lose 

the weight, but then gain it right back

11. the lateral hypothalamus hosts the 

_____ switch

13. a mindset which believes that 

intelligence is malleable

14. something you should praise your 

child for (to raise a smart kid)

16. a theory that the body has a 

homeostatic level for weight (2 words)

17. a type of happiness which gives us 

the sensation that our lives have 

meaning and fulfill some larger purpose 

(2 words)

20. when people give up after repeated 

failures (2 words)

24. what type of drive is innate and 

unlearned that helps preserve 

homeostasis?

25. ____ aspirations include personal 

growth and close relationships

26. ____ aspirations include money and 

fame

Down

1. an inferred process that causes an 

organism to move towards a goal

4. top reason why males have sex

5. what facilitates the uptake of 

glucose into cells?

7. when males have low levels of 

______ their sex drive decreases

8. sensation-based happiness (2 

words)

10. heat production

12. top reason why females have sex

15. the ventromedial hypothalamus 

hosts the ____ switch

18. a nonthreatening and momentary 

greeting (2 words)

19. what type of cells can only reach a 

certain size and then split into two?

21. what does a neck grab signal?

22. a double standard that is seen as 

positive for men and negative for women

23. a crotch adjust suggests a person 

has large ___?


